Pyramids of Kemain
+ Several miles south
J. Weind
Coffee Garden Senate

What not pray. Coffee. Cathedral & soft movements without pencils & for as examined

Slopes at 6:00. Was same those 15-7-16
Dream Count = Fake Start

Dream:

Red clock in room
2 ft high, blue bedside
Many lines drawn
February 4, 1913

May 7, 1913

May 7, 1913

of half trees

flat arches
as usual
Wall 2 1/4
Prison

Jacobean Notes

The problem of slavery
in action with the economic
situation of the time
and the descendants
of the founding fathers
and the atmosphere of
discrimination and intellectual
inferiority of the black
race. The idea is what
by libido what
she was capable of doing
in her position.

Absence of black
culture and culture of
white in her family.
wall 2\textdegree\textprime\textprime

prism
The problem of your life is dealt with the manner in which we must make the transition along the line of thought through the descendants of the thinkers of those who would be in an artistic company. What do you think of the Indian? I would like to learn what you think concerning the matter. We are all a part of this world and we are all equally.
wall 2 ft thick
Prison
plan
Sheang
Feb 4
Creeling
Smelt
Smelt
Salmon
Salmon
Dropped near black
and
down wood
Post
Mountains
Clay
12.31

A new year's Eve, 12:31 a.m.

First, 1953

R. B. H. 1953

Alma, Nebraska

Henry Sharp
The human voice

a aqualifter

1898

International Science Fair
Brandy Wine

June 26th
1852

[Handwritten text]
Dear [Name],

Before we leave,

[Signature]

May [Year]
Ancient Rome

12B

marios

July 16th
Early Man in Britain
W. Boyd Dawkins
London 1890
The peninsula of Yucatan is dotted with the monumental ruins of a dead cult, it still survives with the descendants of the builders of those memorials, an athletic barefoot race docile and intelligent and simple still Indians.

History is asked to tell us what was the course of development up to the closing episode of this cult and what we query not in vain as to what has followed to date.

The type is a doubtful one. It is today well marked and the individual of Spanish blood can be selected with almost as much ease as he who has negro blood in the U. S.

In Figure short (5ft.) strong bodied arms and legs short and strongly knit, tapering, feet, head etc.

Habits, alert, active industrious small because of small environment, loyal clean, cheerful.

Pyramid of Kamaum is similar masses of few miles south of Mexico.
Friday Dec 20th 194

On train to St. Augustine.

Got up as the train moved out of Savannah; struck at once the long lands with fines & ground

& cypress bps. - a wide - a vast

Bastille river with tremendous

muddy waves. No decent drayway

between Savannah & Jacksonville.

Train late + train to St. Augustine

missed. all mode. Handled a

telegraph, saying boat was at

Jacksonville - set off there. Great

relief. on board boat by

one o'clock + by three settled
down for the voyage

Armier Williams & McQueen return

from St. Augustine at night.
See 21st, Saturday

Got up early to find the "Stina" already in motion and leaving Jacksonville behind. We were on our way down the St. Johns - a broad lake like body of water bordered by gray green forests with but little elevation save a few low knoll like elevations. We passed a great square town on the right and an occasional cluster of houses.

The water coffee colored few boats.

Soon we saw the white sand shores of the outlet ahead and the village of Mayville with its light house and clusters of houses with clumps of trees scattered over the great banks of white sand.
Dec. 21st. Saturday.

Dropping the pilot we set our course seaward through the angry looking line of breakers which we passed with the rather unpleasant sensation of sinking. The bar three times in succession as the brine hit us down to pronounced depths.

In a few minutes we were looking back at the white beaches and turning to the south began the long trudge of coasting the East coast of Florida. The scene was one of their was a fine roll and by late afternoon Dr. Willoughby's own self were feeling well off the mad dash.
Dec. 22=1 Florida East, sunny
Off. Lake Worth, school of Spanish
marked jumping & splashing in the
sun gulls & pelicans sea deep blue
also porpoises

ate light breakfast with Lady

9 A.M. Big turtle a mile out
in the blue sea

a wonderfully even straight line
of shore 1 mile away. Sea
duck
It was a superb sail down the shore of Florida, clearing the really endless blue sea without bordered on the right by the long even line of beach, most of the horizon, the blue sky was a few of playing surf than the even bank of beach with a line of darker seaweed than a bank, rising some 15 or 20 ft. marked above by the salt-bush and vegetation, large trees, evergreen and palm among messes with navy out there a few coconut palms and the small hardy palmetto, there in some just above faded off into the gray horizon and the blue sea at the mouth of the 50 mph winds, spitting the wind, I was determined to lose sight of land well lighted by the morning sun and indications of the presence of ocean, here
are collapse fairly hidden in the foliage. There are large orange phallics at the lake with a great massive yellow Royal Parachute Bulldog brass eagle at the base, and nationwide trends with nearby looking little giant fowl.
Approaching Havana
Dec 24th 94

My Dear Kate

It is the day before Christmas but no snow

Summer day is overhead and

a warm blue sea beneath

as we approach the high

point with its castellated
buildings close under the
harbour & city.
Promenading with the Colonel

Tomorrow is Christmas, and
today is as fine a summer day
as we could wish.
Dec 24th, Approaching Havana Morning claimed on us in the Florida Straits almost midway between the Florida Keys and Cuba, our direction being about as if cast off in a longboat come from the rounded town line S of Key West. We are on the coast of the gulf stream & the water is dark blue & gue, in a slight roll now & then. The sky is fair with small puffy clouds clustered about.

All about ten this long took time of the Cuban ridge began
Dec 24

To appear at the left and at eleven the castle and fort outside of it lay way in arctic. The Island front presents a bulky irregular not high in form, but each form of higher water, a little back. There are forests and fields with. Huts and houses here and there almost throughout, and glimpses of beach and Strait can be heard on the approach. I can observe down the Strait, there are also buildings on the gentle hills and extensive structure, perhaps fortresses.
MENDA  Dec. 29th

A most interesting day spent in Mendia. Left the jack with Alum. J. H. Marquand & millpeople by the little launch, landed for the first time in Juanita, passed along the long wooded shore, the sand beach to the charter house, thence past the light house to the R.R. Station. The crews of American made cars was ready and we passed out through the village with it, primitive thatched huts. Across this country held by the rocky waste covered with low trees & bushes where many flowers, mainly Eumolpus, were seen. Presently the sand, green fields, fields
and the haciendas nestled among clusters of palmas and other rich trees. In many the features of greatest interest are the town with its narrow, rather regular streets, its Spanish houses, the glimpses of balconies, the grand windows, balconies, the markets with the interesting people, the fruits and native products sold at the arched alcoves with shades of matting and rags protecting the people from the sun. Above all the people themselves with their white garments and loads of marrakeg.

It was Sunday morning and all
...but a little dressed up and through the market we went. There was little else going on and the people were in a measure at leisure. All were quiet and placable. We wandered about often in crowded places, sketching and photographing.

Saw back up the market and jail by the Old Church. Which once contained an ancient archway. A great bit deep into the hill of an immense mound on which the jail and church and a great ruined wall once stood. The man, however, seems to be of Spanish...
Mondays, although Thompson says that
the main body is in a farmland
visited the cathedral and the
most interesting antiquity of Medina
the mausoleum, now a forest dedicated
by — — — —

But the feature of the day was
the visit to the dwelling of
E H Thompson.

Returned to yacht in evening

Serious accident
Furie accident

The rough journey to the yacht
Culiden June 20th
stopped at ruins, sketch & color from life
saw Excavations of Monkmus, Curious Tombs
+ monu'ments, with chapels
Examined Gymnasia & courts
broad walk over great furnace
ruins east & castles
Jan 21st

Cleon new household

Got up early, sketched at moms
made sketch in color from lot
of castle. Made Prism Tag.
Got specimens of stone.

packed up
Made sketch of old Church
from Ranchero hacienda

off for home on little
horse, Carrie runaway. Photos
of castle from trail.

Night ride on rough roads
Deer, cat, quail.

I Am new wife
Jan 22nd

Drove in hammocks in open

wagon where change was made

from horse to vehicle.

Got out & had chocolate coffee &
dinner there. Sketch was made while

packing went on. Received sugar
millet, curd & flaxseed.

Rocked away breakfast in wagon

with Dr. Macquoid.

Breakfast at halfway village.

At fossil rock

A few miles up out of Domain

saw a fine Devon fish with

bone like & fossil limestone,

some great fang of wapiti

foot; hooves. Dust very

cloudy.

Domain at 5 o'clock

Stopped at farm of Mr. H. B.,

other

note at hotel & fell of at 8, am.
January 3rd, 1915

Saturday, Jan 20th

Left Mendoza at 9 with my amanuensis and a boat from hotel in process to sketch and gather specimens while in a boat abroad to get ready for moving out tomorrow to prepare for the reception of guests from Mendoza. Walked up and down shore with Stalwart. Sketched all along.

Jan 27th


Jan 28th

Monday. Sea sick. Reached Saguna at five P.M.

Feb 29th

Tuesday. Wrote, read and sketched.
Dear

At Laguna
Jan 30 Wednesday working and
Jan 31 Thursday waiting for sailing

the stern wheel Palisades
Steamer of the
sawyer at Vice Consul Holt's.

Friday, Feb 1st 95

Sailed from Laguna in primitive little stern wheel steamer across Laguna 2 hours 30th an
hour at village in mouth of river
for wood, gather oysters & shoot alligators on bank at mouth, from

Valencita

Reached Palisades in the evening
near sundown & left at two in
The Morning. Left steamer at four

afternoon Saturday by Valencita
and sailed by air & at a Canal
Sun. 27th. Came where we land on all right, and 8 Sandusky.

Feb 3rd. Sunday morning to end Quebec and walk a mile to help do plays. When the day was spent in time of Don Carlos drag fantasir and took up Grandes in house temporary occupied by a hunter agent Mr. McQueen of Cleveland this.

Feb 5th. Off for Palencia with boat and two canvases, two backs. This afternoon, Smiles Rain. Reach Palencia at noon. Camp in Middle Building north palace. Study Tower.
Feb 6th—Studied palace, garden, and Sun, went out, built & studied roofs, basinment pool at night.

Feb 7th—Studied palace, temple of cross, 1 cross over at the main gate. Rain.

lower part of temple at 2:30 pm.

Rain. Wonderful curves of calcareous deposits 1/3 under water &

undert. Rain Rain Rain

drying out at Ranch de Cerix, san domingo 8 p.

Feb 8th—25 miles back to town. Played the Carlos & m. Ride and

made the language into words with the sound to print and mailed when known.
coming with Păine cuneata. Reach
land at dark and set out down
shāmān by glorious moonlight
with all night with Sunday
adventures.

Feb 9th Under way about 3 a.m.
Chiquito became anchor and patting
side for breakfast at dawn.
Dolphins. So we go on with
 mast, rigging canvas on bow but
by hand to蓄电池 and steam
steaming square to the shāmān
at Lagos. 34 hours from San-
 Domingo del Palenque.

A wonderfully interesting trip.

Feb 10th Have missed a day. We are
the 11th and Monday. Writing.
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Size + Character of City
State Preservation
Visitors' Excavation
The slave work

Why most great cities of
decadence

Panorama View

Special Studies
Church 3

For panorma
Sketches - Carol Cole
Stevens work, 1 290
Progress

From whence the rocky surface slopes down gradually to the sea level at progress. Indeed opposite of progress there is a belt of submerged land inclosed by the heavy bar on which the city is built. There appears to be an outcrop of the limestone on the gulf point some a low point hardly above tide near the site of Eastern part of the town. The brink of dunes rise some 15 feet above mean tide.

Back of the town on the margin of the salt marsh and near the point cut by the R.R. is a considerable mound of earth approximately 15 feet.
Progress 2

Hidden in a compact town a village
of palmstone date. As is said
that former times there were stone walls
visible in places indicating permanent
inhabitancy, but now the many a
palm referee - dark earth filled
with countless broken sea shells,
the refuse of past supply, and
potsherds and stone implements. A
Gnu is a low rounded mound
of irregular outline 200 to three
hundred ft in diameter, and as
shown by a section recently made
in filling up a low site is
up to more feet high in the
Centre. Many fragments of ones...
Of the prevailing Yacate types were picked and thrown scaling lines, edge beads, stone hammers, and occasional flaked stone axe heads. On the west side of the R.I. is a similar mound occupied by houses, it is stated by Mr. Thompson that other like mounds occur farther west and it is not unlikely that the whole coast is strewn by like midden relics of the Gulf Coast fishermen of the other time.
measuring stone

hammer core

blade
core

hot ad lis
There are ruins on the hills about Magdalena on theaven road